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We are excited to announce that next year Andrea Moore ’19 will serve as Editor-in-Chief.
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The Next Generation

Art by: Sergina Mombouli ’18
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Where do I begin?
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From Privilege To Activism
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How has your Asian identity shaped

how you see the world?
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Women Leaders 
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in the Spotlight
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One Community, Many Faces

Drawing by: 
Rachel Gluck ’20
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Inspiring Change Among the New Generation
Jack Essepian ’18

As part of my capstone experiential aspect, I served as a mentor for the middle school National History

Day after school activity. National History Day is a nation-wide program held each year where students submit 
projects or papers on historical events that relate to a given theme that changes every year.  

The students had to choose a topic with the theme of  “Conflict and Compromise” in mind. For an ac-

tivity that was optional, I was shocked by the dedication and excitement among the kids that chose to do it. The 
program ran from the beginning of November to the end of January and met every Tuesday and Thursday after 
school. I would come in each session constantly surprised at the kids’ energy and eagerness to do their projects. 
We began with finding a topic that each student would enjoy researching or even had a personal connection to 
them. We then worked at finding general sources to supplement further research which led to primary sources. 
The students outlined their information and arguments which they could then put towards a project template of 
their choice: a website, poster, documentary, or performance. The students selected a wide and diverse variety of 
topics, from the Freedom Riders to the Yom Kippur War. 

For my NHD project my junior year, I made a website about Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren

and his key decisions pertaining to rights of the accused. I was able to assist the students in creating their web-
sites and they were receptive to the progress they were making. One project that stood out to me was by Nick 
Dal Forno on Italian Immigration prior to World War I. Nick is a descendent of Italian Immigrants, so his 
project had a personal significance which drove his project. When I worked with him to outline his ideas, his 
enthusiasm for the subject was very apparent. This is one example of a common theme I saw with all the kids, 
which was their excitement for a program which was purely optional and was driven by their passion for history. 
This experience made me realize that age doesn’t dictate your drive to affect change, and that those who are truly 
passionate about it aren’t intimidated by factors they cannot control. 

Kirk Clay ’23 and Ronan Zwa ’23
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Student Involvement in Model UN
Mark Schlager ’19

Student activism has become more prevalent across our country in the wake of the Florida shooting. 

In response, we have seen a massive movement of students protesting, calling for a change, and establishing 

an important role in discussing and acting upon social, political, and economic issues in this nation and 

around the globe. While these are effective methods of involvement, another activity that allows students to 

discuss and find solutions for global and national issues is participation in Model United Nations. 

At my first Model UN conference, I was very nervous. I was worried that maybe I had not prepared 

enough, and was reluctant to speak. This conference was a learning experience for me, as I spent most of my 

time listening and not participating and providing my insights and analysis. However, at my second confer-

ence, held at the University of Michigan, I was committed to being an active participant. Representing New 

Zealand, I was in a committee dealing with the Yemeni Civil War and the dispute in the South China Sea. 

As the conference progressed, I remember proposing a policy and amendment to my working group, I had a 

really good feeling, that I accomplished something huge, and might have even solved a world issue, even if it 

was just a simulation. 

Model United Nations gives students around the world an opportunity to meet together in a confer-

ence and simulate the United Nations. Students are assigned to a certain committee, for example UNODC 

(United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime), and are then assigned to a specific topic. Throughout the 

duration of the conference, this topic will be debated by each country delegation until consensus is reached. 

The solutions are drawn out in the form of working papers, which then turn into two official resolution 

papers that include the provisions, opinions, and solutions of multiple countries in that certain committee. 

Once this is passed, myself, as well as the other delegates in the committee, will feel a sense of accomplish-

ment and satisfaction. After two to three days of expressing personal opinions and listening to others, we all 

worked as one to establish a compromise and ultimately an effective solution, even though it is just a simula-

tion. 

However, passing a “fake” resolution doesn’t feel fake at all. It really feels as if we, as students, had 

worked together to solve a global issue. Participation in Model UN allows us to connect with other pas-

sionate students and discuss contemporary global issues. This is what really makes Model UN special and 

unique: it tasks students with representing a foreign nation, where they are required to be educated on that 

certain nation’s government, culture, and role in the world. Putting yourself in the shoes of another nation 

poses as a tremendous opportunity for a student to change their perspective on the world, as they become 

exposed to the critical issues other nations face that they do not personally experience themselves. 

Participation in the Model UN club and conferences creates an opportunity for students around the 

world to meet and then figuratively solve crucial global issues through substantive debate and ultimately 

compromise. The goal is for students who feel passionate about global stability and peace to actively partic-

ipate in a simulation of the world’s most important intergovernmental organization that promotes coopera-

tion and peace on an international level. The opportunity not only allows students to advocate for what 

the r  passionate for in the simulation, but also can give them inspiration to seek further action outside of 

conferences, especially after gaining the United Nations perspective.  
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Believe in passion: Feeding the Spiritual Needs of Jewish Youth
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